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Bin collections  

Finally Soham has Bin collections failed as they have across the district, since the change of 

collection dates and routes. Now, more than two months on, hundreds of homes are 

experiencing erratic collections, and some still no collections at all of recyclables. The 

Council has set up a webpage which provides occasional updates on service disruptions. 

Unfortunately it shows matters getting worse not better.  

https://www.eastcambs.gov.uk/east-cambs-street-scene/waste-servicedisruptions  

Residents are becoming increasingly and understandably frustrated at the Council 

leadership’s inability to deliver this basic universal service. As our group’s lead member on 

the Council’s Operational Services Committee, Mark has been making positive suggestions 

on waste services for months.  

• Last year he proposed ‘pulse’ surveys to assess levels of staff morale following allegations 

by a whistle-blower.  

• Earlier this year he suggested reviewing drivers’ pay, when he found that the Council’s 

company (ECSS) was paying considerably below the market rate in an industry which is 

notoriously struggling to recruit.  

• He queried the decision to change collection dates and routes just weeks before a series 

of bank holidays, giving the service no ability to use weekends to catch up when they would 

be having to use them to make up for bank holidays.  

None of these suggestions were accepted by the Council leadership, but Mark has put 

forward the following proposals for action as we continue to hold the Council to account for 

its delivery of the service. Proposals for resolution of current waste service issues East 

Cambs District Council need to request an extraordinary meeting of the ECSS Board and call 

on its directors to agree a plan of action with ECSS management to resolve the current 

issues. As a minimum that plan of action should include:  

1. Urgent steps to provide additional management support to ECSS, either through a 

secondment from ECDC or by bringing in external refuse management expertise.  

2. Additional short term refuse collection capacity through contractors or other means to 

enable catch-up on the growing list of missed collections to avoid all of the burden falling on 

existing crews.  

3. A review of arrangements in place to communicate assisted collections and other specific 

round details to crews operating new rounds.  

4. A review of HGV driver salaries, including benchmarking with similar roles at other 

employers to determine whether current salaries are at appropriate market rates.  



5. An anonymous staff ‘pulse’ survey to assess whether staff morale issues reported last 

year remain and are widespread, or have been addressed. 

Planning enforcement  

Councillor Warner asked who is responsible for planning enforcement. ECDC have 2 fulltime 

& 1 part-time officers. No officers are specialist and generally seek advice from relevant 

sources (planning, environment Agency environmental health, etc…) When asked Julene 

Roman said they had had no reports of any breaches at the care home site on the shade 

when I believe he believed breaches had occurred. 

 

 


